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OBJECT

of publishing the proceedings of the

NoRMAL NATIONAL NoMINATING CoNVBNTION

is to

·give to the students who took a part in it a chance to review the work they have been doing and see if they have
been made any th.e wiser by it, and to give others a kind of an idea of how national nominating conventions are
conducted.

The convention this year proved a greater success than any previous one.

J.

H. Mavity, chairman

of the convention, deserves much credit for the way in which the convention was conducted.
of the convention in x88r.

He was chairman

He is a good parliamentarian and has a clear understanding of the rules and regula-

. that govern assembla~tes of this nature.

He took ;n 'active part in all the meetings and great pride in keeping

order and to make the convention as instructive and as profitable as possl\Jle.

Mitt Erwin and

J.

McDonald.

·secretaries of the conventi?n, deserve also much credit for their work. The interest manifested by the different
.delegations made the eonvem.ion' illStructive and enjoyable.
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First Session.

assign the remainder of the state to parties
a!lking for them, was carried. The following
June 23, 1883.
havl! since been as igned. Oregon, Mr. King;
The meeting for the purpose of organizing
M,isstssippi, Dan Healey; New Hamp hire,
the National Nominating Convention convened in Chapel Hall at 8'clock. A.M. Upon
J. 0. Martin; Connecticut, T. E. Kinsey; T. ·
motion of Mr. Jones, Mr. J. C. Stewart acted
E. Knotts, Florida; ,Maryland, J. W. Marshal;
as chairman of the meeting. Mr. Mitt Erwin
Nevada, D. A. Baxter; Vermont, H. C.
was chosen Secretary and the following re oluBrodball.
tion given by Mr. H. W. George wa adopted
The National Committee after a few moby the a sembly. "Resolved: That a Nationments' con ultation reported that each State
al Committee df seven members be appointed
be altowed as many delegate a it has repreby the Chairman of the meeting, who. e duty
sentatives at Wa hington.
A motion that a committee of five be ap·
it shall be to issue a call for a National Convention and present to the Convention nomina·
pointed by the chair to arrange chai and
tions for Temporary organization." The comdelegatio11 in their respective po iti n was
carried. Com.-Knott·,
ovall,
Long,
mittee conststed of the following per:.ons:
Anderson and Nees.
Shonkwiler, Knotts, George, Jone , Hamman,
Moved and carried that the ecretary read
Perry and Van Voorhis,
the number of delegates to which each State
A motion that the Temporary Chairmanship
is entitled. A motion that a committee from
of the State delegations be assigned to the
the assembly procure m ic for each ses ion
members present, was carried. ·w. F. McKnight, New York; F. M. Sbonkwiler, Ohio; was carried. By con ent of the mover the
H . W. George, Iowa; F. C. Gaymon, Penn.; motion included the condition that there be
Mr. Hammond, Mich.; - - ---,Penn.; no costs. Com.-Roes ·ler, Erwin, Plasterer,
Mr. Corboy, Ill.; Mr. Carr, Mass.; Mr. Beck, But~her, Adam .
A motion that if music under the expense
Ky.; Mr. McDonald, Missonri; Mr. Erickson,
Colorado; Mr. J. P. Meagher, N ew Jersey; 0. of eight dollar could be ecured each deleI. Ellis, Georgia; Mr. St:rpup, Ind.; Mr gation be taxed proportionately, w I i on
Stovall Texas; Mr. Weim • K.an ; Mr the table.
Moved and seconded to adjourn to meet in
Gordon, Alabama· A. J. Anderson, California;
A. F. Knotts, Wiscon in; E. Chenoweth, W.
one week at 8 o'clocl< A. M.
V1rginia; Mr. Kirkpatrick, D~leware; F. E.
Moved to amend by i erting 7 o'clock in·
Lambert, Nebraska; Mr. Collom,
outh
stead of 8 o'clock. Lo t.
Garolina; Mr. Love, Virginia; Mr. Cummings,
The meeting then adjourned.
Louisina; A.T. Cowan Maine; Mr. Hammond, Minnesota.
J. C. TEWAllT, Tem. Ch ir.
A motion that the cretary be aUowed to
MITT ERWlN, ec'y.
VALPA!-tAISO, IND.,
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Second Session.
IND., June 30, 1883.
The Annual National Normal Nominating
Convention convened m Chapel Hall at 8
o'clock A. M., was called to order by Hon.
Frank M. Shonkwiler, of Ohio, chairman of
the National Committee. The following call
of the National Committee was then read:
"A National Connntion is called to convene in. Chapel Hall, Saturday, June 30, · for
the purpose of nominating a President and
Vice President of the United States. Said
convention to consist of representatives from
all the states and territories in the United
States. Said states and territories to be entitled to as many delega.t~s in said convention
as they may have congressmen."
· A report of the National Committee, suggesting the name of Hon. Jessie B. Mavity, of
New York, for temporary chairman, and the
names of Beck and McDonald, for temporary
secretaries, was submitted and adopted. · The
chairman was conducted to the chair by
Messrs. Bledorn,ofKentucky, and McKnight,
of New York, after which he made a hurried
though highly appropriate accepting speech.
On motion, the roll of states was called and
the chairman of each delegation announced
the names of persons selected to serve on the
Committees, as follows: Credentials, Resolutions, Permanent Organization, Rules and Order of Business.
VALPARAISO,

The Committee on Credential• from the
Se.~oeraJ Dttlegatlons-as Follows.

Alabama, C. W. Miller.
Arkansas, - . California, - Colorado, Solomon.
. Connecticut, Ed. L. Myers.
Deleware, N. B. Kirkpatrick.
Florida,-Georgia,-Illinois. B. Arnold.
Indiana, F. E. Lambert.
Iowa, N. A. Byers.
Kansas, E. M. Merriman.
Kentucky, F. L. Smart.
Louisana, Ed. Wade.
Maine, Richardson.
Maryland, J. W. Marshal.
Massachu etts, A. L. Shidler.
Michigan, J. M. Rowe.
Minnesota, L. -Wollemberg.
Nebraska, - Nevada, D. A. Baxter.

New Jersey,-New York,-North Carolina, D. N. Bishop.
Ohio, T. P. Banta.
Oregon, S. K. King.
Pennsylvania, J. C. Nidse.
Rhode Island, - South Carolina, T. B. Cooney.
Tennessee, J. W. D. ~utcher.
Texas, T. W. Hart.
Vermont,-Virginia, Anna Lemon.
West Virginia. Ira Reip.
Wisconsin,-The Commlttee on Resolutions •• Followe.

Alabama, J. B; Morgan.
Arkansas, - California,-- Colorado,Connecticllt, M. P. Burdett.
Delaware,-Florida,-Georgia,-Illinois, J. R. Watt.
lndiana,-Iowa, H. W. George,
Kansas, Miss Manda Rogers
Kentucky, E. E. Beck.
Louisana, F. A. Comings.
Maine,-Maryland, Jessie Culver.
Massachusetts, J. E. Hughes.
· Michigan, J. Kelley.
Mirtnesota, L. B. Dresser.
Mississippi, M. V. Turley.
Missouri, A. C. Clifford .
Nebraska,-Nevada, A. Lehinkuhl.
New Hampshire, - New York,-New Jersey,-North Carolina, F. M. Erise.
Ohio, E. Smith.
Oregon, C. M. King.
Pennsylvania, J. W. Dappert.
Rhode Island,-South Carolina, M. C. Kelley.
Tennessee, J. M. Bailey.
Texas, W. B. Stovall.
Vermont,-Virginia, Carrie Springer.
West Virginia, A. M. Chenoweth.
Wisconsin, - -
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The Committee on .PitWilnent Oraaofza-

tlon, a11· lronowa.

-.' : .. ··-

Alabama, G. ·u. Gord-on: · ·
Arkansas, - Ca1i(ornia, - Colorado, Ben Sumner._
Connecticut, F. E. Rinsey.
Deleware, Kirkpat~ick. · ·
Florida,-Georgia;-Illinois, J. A. Meaghe.r.
Indiana, Stroup.
Iowa, F. C. Stephens.
Ka11sas, T. M. Davis.
Kentucky, F. A. Bymim.
Louisiana, Anna Bugher.
Maine, J. A. Raider.
Maryland, C. S. Life.
Massachusetts, Reproble.
Michigan, A. C. Hammond.
Minnesota, Cheaney.
Mis·sissippi,. G. Koesler.
Missouri, D. 0. Bet::htol.
Nebraska, D . A. Baxter.
New Jersey,-New Hampshire, - ·New York, - -·
North Carolina, A. MaGinley.
Ohio, A. L. Stephenson.
Oregon, S. K. King.
·Pennsylvania, E. E. Richards.
Rhode Island, - South Carolina, - Tennesee, J. W. Harwood.
Texas, J. B. Smith.
Virginia, W. S. Whitacre.
West Virginia, P. D. Mollohan.
Wi consin, - The ()ommlttee on Bales and Order of
BoslDeas, aal!'ollowa.

Alabnma, W. A. Barr.
Arkansas, - California, - Colorado, E. D. Erickson.
Connecticut, D •. N. Warren.
Delaware, Kirpatrick.
Florida,-Georgia, - Illinois, E. E. McDowell.
Indiana,-Iowa, B. It Bigler.
Kansa , W. G. Pild.
Kentucky, 0. G. Bleedom.
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Lpuisiaoa, Nellie French.
Maine,-.
Maryl_:md, J. i\,. Farre ~ l.
M:rs~achusetts, .G. yv. <::;arr.
M_ip..,h igan, J. Finley.
Minnesota, L. B. Philips_.
Louisiana, F. A. Cumming . ,
Missi sippi, Dan Healey.
Missonri, E. E. Tyner.
Nebraska,-Nevada, G. Lynch.
New H~mpshire, - -..
New York,-. Ne·~ Jers~y. - ~orth Carolina, J. R. King.
Ohio, Retta Coveney.
Oregon, C. M. King.
Pennsylvania, T. B. Woods.
Rhode I land, - South Carolina, L. J. Silvera.
Tennessee, W. A. Van Vori
Texas, A. B. Hoffman.
Vermont,-Virgi~ia, J. A. Macaulay.
·. West'Yirginia, E. Chenoweth.
Wisconsin, - Notice was then given that the state of
New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Illinoi
would be conte ted.
Moved and carried, after considerable di •
eus!>ion, that "the several ·committees meet
immediately after the adjournment of the convention, and perfect their organization," and
upon ugge tion by Hon. A. A. Jone , of Ten nessee, the chairman assigned rooms for the
meeting of the several committee .
A motion that the chair appoint four marshals was carried.
Mar hal -Byers, of Iowa; Clifford, of
Missonri; King, of Oregon; and Norwood, of
California.
A committee of three,
consi ring of
Frank M. Shonkwiler, of Ohio, A. ]. Ander·
son, of Caltfomia, and H. W. Gei>rge, oflowa,
was appointed to arrange the chairs.

A motion for the chair to appoint a com·
mittee of three to procure music, without ny
expense, brought on a di cussion which w
ended with an impre ive peech by Hon. E.
D. Erickson, of Colorado, after which the
motion was
ed and the committee to cOns· t of Mes . Jones, of Tenne e, honk-
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wiler, of Ohio,. and· J{ing,
Oregon, was ap·
pointed.
Convention then adjourned to meet at 8
o'clock .A.M., SatuaDay, Ju_ly 7•. 1.883.
·J. H. MA -~ITY, Chairman.
J. MACDONALD, } SEC'YS.
E. E. BECK,

Third Session.
CHAPEL HALL, VALPARAISO, lND.,

July 7,

J88J.
The convention met pursuant to adjournment, and was called to order by the temporary :chairman, after which, was led in
prayer by Mr. Templeton.
The minutes of the previous meeting were
read and several corrections made; after which
were hea,rd the reports of several committees.
The committee ~n music reported a f~ilure to
procure music for the day. The com~ittee to
arrange the chairs then reported, and on
motion committee was continued. The committee on credentials was now called for, and
in response Mr. Lambert, of Ind., reported
After a spirited discussion on the legality of
the report, a motion was made to accept the
proceedings of the committee and committee
be continued to complete their report, which
the chair decided in order. An appeal was
taken, but the chair was sustained. The
previous question ".'as then moved and carried;
a motion to reconsider was lost, and by a ~11
of the roll of states the motion was carried by
a vote of 239 to 149·
Mr. George, pf Iowa, then gave notice that
there be allowed the privilege to reconsider
this motion at the next meeting.
The committee on permanent organizations
Hext reported. Mr. Hammond, of MiCh.,
submitted a minc;>rity report. Mr. Ban~, of
Ohio, moved to accept the majority report. It
was then moved to strike ou~ the word ·~ma
jority" and insert "minority." A sharp debate now followed between Messrs. Gordon,
of Alabama, George, of Iowa, and Banta,
of Ohio.
Again the roll of states was called, and the
motion w~ carried by a vote of 207 to 181.
The minority report was then unanimousfy
accepted. On motion the report of the . committee on rules and order wa read by Mr
Chenoweth, of W. Va. Mr. Anderson, of
California, moved that the chairman o( each
delegation be empowered to appoint an

alternate for every two deJeg.~tes of his dele·
gation, and no chairm~n ~ I?ermitted to vote
an absent delegate.
·
This was tabled and· Mr~ Stewart, of N.Y.,
moved that, if vacancies occurred · iti . any
delegation, the chaim{im of that delegation.be
empowered to cast the full vot~ . of his sbue
by request ofthe party absent.
After many suggestions, remarks and questions, the previous queitioq was moved and
carried, and the convention adjou,med.
J. H. MAvrrv. Chairman.

E. E. BEcK,
}
JESSE McDoNALD.

S

c .
e s •.
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Fourth Sessloll.
July 14, 1883.
Meeting was called to order by t~e ch,airman and devotional exer;cises were cond~cted
by Mr. Pulse. The minutes of the. previous
meeting were then read and with on~ correction, approved. Geo. yv. Carr, of ~a~sa
chusetts, then moved that each cha~rman be
allowed to vote only those delegat~s present.
John C. Stewart, of New York, mov~d an
amendment that the chairman of the delegation see the absent delegates and vote tl;tem
as they desire. On motion of H. W. Geqrge,
of Iowa, the motion with amendments was
laid on table. Moved by Beck, of K,entucky,
that the motiqn mad~ by Ande~son. of Galiforni:s., be taken from the table and voted
upon. Carried. The previous question, on
adoption was carrie~:
Gaymon, of Pennsylvania, moved to adopt
the report of the committee on Rules and
order of business.
VALPARAISO, lND.,

A motion to suspend the action on the
qu~stion

until _a copy of the repQrt be procured~
was lost.
Mr. George, of Iowa, then moved to amend
the rules that the diainnan of any delegation
be allowed to change the vot~ of his state at
the close ·of any ballot. Amendment was
carried. The report including amendment
was adopted unanimously.
Rules aod Order of Busloeu Adop ed b;r
the Convention.
RULE I. The convention shall consist of
a number of delegates from each state equal
to the number of its senators and representative in congress, and one delegate from each
territory, and one from the District of Columbi" .

N6MINATiNG ~-JNVENtiON .

ROLE It. The chairman of' each delega. states, the vote of eath : state, territory and
tion shall, before the convention proceeds to the District of Columbia slia:l1 be announced
nominate candidates for President and Vice- by the chairman, and in tase the ~bte of any
President, provide the Secretary dr the con- state~ territory or DistNct'of Colutflbia sha'.ll be
vention with a tt>mplete list df the members divided, the chairman shall announce the
number of votes cast fur any candidate or for
of his delegates.
RULE III. This convention shall l:le gov-· or against any proposititdn; but i~ exception
erned by Robert's Rules of Order, as far as is taken by any delegate to the correctness of
they are applicable and not inconsistent with such announcement by the chairman of his
delegation, the president of the' convention
the following rules.
RULE IV. When the previous question sliall direct the roll of members of such delshall be demanded by a majority· t1f the dele- egation to be called and the result recordea
gates from any one ·!!tate; and the demand in acconlanee witb the vote . indi viduillly
seconded by two or more states, and the call giv'en.
sustained by a majority of the convention,
RULE X. If at any time, after one or mdre
the question shall then be proceeded with ballots, delegates desire to change their votes
and disposed of according to ~Roberts' · Rules from ·one candidate ·to·oaoother, they hall not
be bound by the "Unit Rule;" but each deleof Order.
RuLE V. Upon all subjects before the gate shall be at liberty •o vote fdr whom he
convention the states shall be called in pleases. And if'at any time a candidate deaJphabetical order and next the territories sires to withdraw from -the contest and in so
and districts of Columbia.
doing request. his supporters to vote for any
RULE VI. The report of the Committee particular candidate whom he may specify •·
on Credentials shall be disposetl of before the sueh reque t shall not be binding.
report of the Committee on Resolutions is
RuLE XI. No memlkr hall speak more
acted upon, and the report of the Committee than once' upon the same questjon , nor longer
on Resolutions shall be disposed of beforF: the than three minutes, m'ile by lea\'e of the·
convention proceeds to the nomination of convention, except that delegates pre enting
candidates for President and Vice-President.
the name of a candidate hall be allowed fiveRULE VII. When a majority of the ddeminutes in presenting the name of such cangates of any two states shall demand that a- didate.
vote be reco:rded, the same shall be taken by
RuLE XII. A National Union Committee
states, territories and the District of Columbia, shall be appointed to c
ist of one member
the secretary calling the roll of the states, from .each tate, territory and di tri:ct repreterritories and the District of Columbia in the sen ed in thi conven ·
The roll hall be
order heretorore stated.
·called and the delegation from each . tate.
RULE VIII. In making the nominations territory and district ·hall name through
for President and Vice-President in no case their chairman perso
act
member of
ball the calling of the roll be dispensed with.
uch committee.
When it shall appear that any candidate shall
RuLE XIII. All teso:l tion relating to the
have received a majority of the votes cast, the
o the Committee
president o:f the convention shall announce
the question to· be, Shall the nomination of
·nnan.
the candidate be made unanimau ? But if
no candidate shall have received a majority
of the vote , the chair shall direct the vote to
be .again taken, "\fhich shall be repeatecl until
ome aandidate shall haver ceived a majority
ewart., of
of the vote cast, and when any tate h
cu ion t
announced its vo e it hall so tand until the
carried.
ballot · announced unle 'n case of numeri~ error.
R u: IX. In the record of t
v t s y
Thi
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work to-day. We to·day, as representatives of
the people, standing beneath the unfurled
stripes of free America, have the power to lay
our burd-ens upon the shoulders of eternal
progress.
To-morrow our work wilt'
fill the ears of the people with melodies of
everlasting joy. The present demands one
who is not to be drifted by the current of
political influence acroS& the untrodden seas
of ignorance, enshrined by the mantle of
the sons of toil, enshrined with principles as
pure and white as the falling snow.
It has been but a few years since our repub.
lie was bound with the chains of bondage.
Every heart was stunned at the condition of
our people. Every effort was in vain until
our great heroes entered the arena of con·
seience, there to ·die, there to . endure the
perils of nations and struggle for freedom
around the sacred circle of liberty from which
they have dispelled forever and forever the
demon of slavery.
That great victory is
won. The unfurled banner has removed
those dark clouds and buried forever the
shackles of negro slavery in America. But
to-day this same question is again considered
and we want another hero to proclaim
another Emancipation Proclamation in behalf
of the oppressed and weaker sex. We are
standing on the plains of Marathon ·in the
glaring eyes of wrong and injustice; all that is
needed to conquer this mon ter of oppression
is a true leader. T~en not the combined
force of the whole world can overcome us.
Then we will be seen ascending the hill Of
the nations and there crown the crownless
mountain with records of everlasting glory.
0, friends, a combined force is needed. A
combined action against the tiny stars of
:Anierica i deserved by our constituent .
Such a character is needed. Such a hero I
hall present to your intelligence. Such a
friend of friends the state of Alabama has
elected. I nominate A. C. Gyer, of Pennsylvania.
Second to the nominatioa of A. C. Gyer,
by Y. Q. G&'FJilOll.
M r. Chairmatz, Ladiu and Gmtl1mtn:
I congratulate you that we are able to meet
a delegates from the vario
tate of the
Union, to nominate a man for our ne t Pres·ident, when the United State are in pro-

found peace· with all the world, and when the
several states and sections are in harmony
with each other. The evidences of our pros·
perity wer-e never more apparent than now.
We have now a Republic of fifty millions of
people at home and abroad, growing with a
marvelous growth, occupying all the temper·
ate degrees of a continent of unsurpassed fer.
tility, and enjoying the blessings of a stable,
orderly and free government.
Our somewhat complex system of govern·
ment has stpod the test of nearly one hun·
dred years of succeSiful experiment. We have
states with general powers for local and do·
mestic government, and innumerable munici,
pal and local agencies which bring the pro·
tection and benefit of orderly and regular gov.
ernment to the county, the township. the
school district, and the homestead. All these
agencies are controlled not by a chosen few,
but by the equal voice of all male citizens
above the age of twenty·one, not disabled by
crime or incapacity.
So broad a foundation for human govern·
ment never before existed. Inequalities in
property, education, inte11igence, standing,
and influence, do, and always will exist; but
thi inequality is fully met when it is known
that the law takes no account of these. Now,
then, let us care for our precious and meritor·
ious institution. . For sad would be the day
when the great wheels of the model represen·
tative government should cease to perform
their grand and noble function. If our government goes down, it will be raised not again.
Like the movements of antiquity, it will be
destined to a melancholy, a mournful immortality. Bitterer tears, however, will be shed
over it than w~:re ever bed over the monu·
ments of Grecian or Roman art; for it will he
the remnant of a more glorious edifice than
Greece or Rome ever saw-the monument of
Constitutional American Liberty.
And now, Ladie and Gentlemen, when we
are called upon to recommend to the people
of our land, a man in who e care the e sacred
trusts may be safely p}aced, let u earne tly
and candidly deliberate. Let us earch our
Republic from Maine to Mexico, from shore
to shore, and then impartially and without
prejudice, elect our hero and bestow upon
him the greate t honor within the gift of any
people.
. We would have a rna~ who e life and opinIon embody all the achtevement of which I
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have spoken. We would have a man, whose
standing on a mountain bight, views all the
wor~s and ac'~omplishnients of our past history, and holds in his heart the memory of all
its glorious deeds, and whose foresight will
e~·able him to prepare for and meet the da~
gers ~nd th~ labors to comt:. We would have
~ man who win act 'Yith a spirit ~~ unkindness toward none, but who will administer
justice to ali. We want, and ask you to s~p
port A. C. Gyer, of Pennsylvania:
B,

~'

Bjgler,

S~conding

the

lfomin~tion

ot A. 0. GY,er,
Mr. Ch.a irman, Lad£n and Gm~le11!£tt:
In the behalf of the Iowa delegation to
which I ·have the honor.to belong, I desire to
second the nomination of· 1\. C. Gy.e.Jf, just
made by the honorable ge.n tleman.' from
Alabama.
It is not necessary that I shQuld repeat the
tribute which has been so justly and eloquently
given to the ability, character, and heroic
services rendered by the distinguished gentleman of Pennsylvania; nor is it necessary
that I should express high praise and commendation to the record of the old -Keystone
State an~ her honored statesman. He is
known by you all bett~r than I can tell. T.hat
the character and record of the Hon. gentleman is as unalloyed and pure, as is the record
of his state untarnished, is undeniable. His
integrity and goodness and conscious rectitude
-qualities which are as pure as the drifted
snow-are indelibly written in the hearts of
the American people. By every lady and
gentleman in this convention this truth is
known. Not one word can be uttered that
will add to the brightness and lustre of his
. character and fame; not one word can be
uttered by honest men that will diminish or
darken it; such a man does the time demauq.
He is a gentleman who deserves the support of every delegate in this convention. For
the greatness of his services, for the achievement and accomplishments which he has
wrought for hi country, justly does he de. erve the highe t honor th't the American
people can bestow. The time demands a man
who i: gifted, tloq,;mt and brave; one who is
palriotic, homst and true; a man ~ ho i
comprehensive and exact in aB hi work; one
ho. e mind is road and deep, clear and

generous 1n the performance of his duty; one
who will .·. meet'- the people's ·approbation in
the South as well as in the North-in short we
demand a man who is a statesman with a
brain and a heart in the broadest and fullest
meaning; and in this honorable gentleman
we recognize all of these qualities. ·
To-day there will be presented before the
convention names for our careful consideration; names of those whom the people have
honored by placing them in office, and are
~tanding high on the lofty eminence of personal distiction.
And it is not my intention to say one word
agai~st these gentlemen that will·tamish their
names, or that will even tend to take away a
particle of their just popularity and eminence.
No, it is not my intention or desire to utter
one y.r<ml in convention or out. of convention;
'in public or private, that will have a tendency
to lower them in the estimation of the convention. This is not right, it is not just.
That there are very many in the convention
-gentlemen from all parts of the Union-who
-are just as competent, just as perfectly qualified
as the gentleman whom the state of Iowa sup·
ports, I freely admit. And yet while I am
perfectly conscious of this fact, I must, nevertheless, respond to the nomination of the distinguished gentleman from Pennsylvania. I
support the nomination of A. C. Gyer, because he is a man of well-defined principles,
is always direct in his aims.
I respond to the nomination of A. C. Gyer,
because by his firm advocacy of that which is
justice and equity, by his extensive and comprehensive views upon all momentus public
questions, by his broad klowledge of history
of foreign nations as well as of our own, be·
cause by his own self-help, stamina and determination, he has reached the lofty pinnacle
upon which h~ now triumphantly stands.
Ladies and gentlemen, a great r ~pon ibility re ts upon 11 at thi hour. We have
assembled to perform a sac:red and lrus ed
duty in selecting a man to fill the high t
positinn of our republic.
o you realiz that
thi i an hour of great mom~nt?
y u
realiz.e that
we 'YO e or do not vote 1 our
posterity will ut er our nam wi h prid , Or
hi perth m with regret. Let all ur
Oceeding be done with
eliberation. Let
~ce and harmony pre ail. Let
be con-
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siderate. Let e_very . ddegate . give this
l1onorable gentleman from Pennsylvania his
entire support.
Delegate;;, the future wears a pleasant
aspect for the. National Union Party. The
old corrupt parties arrayed against us have
been strong in the p"atronage of tbe govern·
ment; they have been difficult to dislodge
from power; but now torn by rival · factions
and held fort}l to view in their debaucheries
·on the public service and in the inconsistencies
of the tariff, they go ~o their natwnal downfall at the coming election as certainly in my
judgment as that day will come. Hence
how necessary that we should have a great
leader at the head marchmg on to certain
.victory. Let us look beyond the conflict of
the hour to behold the National Union Party
advancil:g on to a glorious triumph. Let us
make A. C. Gyer our candidate and we will
go back to our distant home with floating
banners and with hearts full of joy. All .along
the route, at every city and village, the people
will welcome and cheer us, and the great,
grand ho t of Iowa-yea! of the whole republic, will with our own heart throb in unison.
D . N . Btro u p ' a Speech, Nomina tina-F. M .
Shonkwiler, ot Ohio.
Chairman, Ladies atta Gmtlmun of t!u Cett·
vmtion:
As Indiana rises to respond to her call in
presence of the e convened state men, a brilliant array of names passes before her ; and
as she reflects upon the beneficent results of
their labor future ages of liberty dawn and
rise to her view.
That these results may permeate and bet·
ter every department of civilized life we demand a recognition of the principles of justice
and equity among men. We demand for our
gallant leader one who is not only acqllainted
with the experience of past nationalities, but
one who is also thoroughly acquainted with
the political, industrial and financial ciences
in their present stages. Our government calls
for a man who has the brains to comprehend
the public enterprises suited to the country ;
courage and intelligence to project and pro·
mote beneficent public measures; virtue to
seek and establish justice between men and
nations; a man who will not brink from the
public duties, and in the hour of midnight

wander in the dark centuries of obscure parties in search of epitaph , but one who ·will
meet and act upon the living issues. Every
political utterance of th_e " Red Robe" is a
fossilized nightmare of a savage brain. All
governments must grow with the development
of mankind and meet new problems, or the
onward march of civilization will overthrow
them. The dawn of a higher civilizatio~ _invokes a victory for the principles of industrial liberty and equ3:lity.
When the legislature of this governn1ent
granted to private individuals a corporate
power whereby monopolies have grasped the
heart of the Union, they set aside the aims,
principles and sentiments of the Constitution .
We want a man who knows this repulic is
not a union of banded " Shylock " and heartless rum dealer , but that it is a conjunction
of all the minds and hearts, of opinions and
intere ts, maintained by a mutual sense of
support and protection, Without that just
and firm protection which civil liberty bring
to all the people, the Union is impo sible.
Yet here in this boasted land of freedom,
and under the flag .of the Union, which
pledges equal protection to all beneath its
fold , we see kingly monopolists robbing men
of their physical toil ; and under that self
same flag we see millions of poor victims of
liquor, slavery, bound in chains of fire ~nd
eternal death ; families sunk to the lowest
depths of poverty; the dimpled cheeks of innocent babes wet with tear of want ; the
loving hearts of women broken to fragments
of misery. We a k for a man who clearly
apprehends this evil and who will instruct
Congre s to forever wipe it from our midst.
As long as we permit it exi "tence our Unio
is imperfect. To bury it in tLe ilent grave
of oblivion is not destroying the rights of
man as a few thoughtles politicians would
have us understand. There never wa a crime
whose perpetrators did not invoke the name of
liberty, and there never was a vice that did
not attempt to cover itself with the ma&k of
personal right ·and -individuar freedom. The
administration of the laws demand a man
who has the patriotism and conscience of
heart to know that the clause " We the people" of our c n titution hould be interpreted to mean women as well as men, and that
she i entitled to the same profits, honors and
emolument as her brother man; that he i
a well qualified to hold office a he i to
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beautify home. As she has adorned the walls
of home with flowers of love and benevolence,
of honors and morals,
she adorn the
halls of congress· with-flowers.
The noblest work that can possess the ener·
gies of man becko~·s him · to let the heart·
strings be strung iii to a niore delicate harmony with every sympathetic··touch of nature's
hand: Abandoning all prejudice, let it be remembered if the toiling men are the " sons
of freedom," the patient women are the
daughters of freedom.
The fundamental
principles of our govemment demand a Chief
Magistrate who knows a political party is not
a corporation for the distribution of spoils,
but that it is the instrument by which great
principles are embodied in law and m~de a
part of our economic system ; who knows
that money is an instrument of exchange regardless of form or substance ; whose repu_:
tation forms volumes of celestial purity.
The man who has- all these qualities united,
concentrated, blended into one brilliant whole,
is the Hon. Frank M. Shonkwiler, of Ohio.
The National Union Party asks for a man
who has an inte1ligent comprehension of the
laws and can correctly interpret and apply
them according to their spirit without perversion and will execute them without evasion,
without malice and without fear. Such a
man is F. M. Shonkwiler. He is a man who
has the eloquence of a Webster, the logic of
a Sumner, and the heart of a Lincoln. In
statesmanship he stands unapproachable on
the loftiest pinnacle, bearing the banner of a
Bew government, new laws, new education,
new morals. I like him beuuse his trength
of thought, his reverence for virtue, hi vigorous logic, his insight in the springs of human
action command the willing admiration of all.
Whether in triumph or defeat, in honor or reproach, th~t heart of his never throbbed with
one pulsation save for the honor and well-fare
of his country. Ladies and gentlemen, in
the name of our blossomed republic ; in the
name of equity and justice ; in the name and
for a complete victory of the National Party,
Indiana nominates for the next President of
the United States that -prince of tatesmenthat matchless politician, that tainle starFrank M. Shonkwiler.

so will

A. l:... H&IDJilonc!, Secon41Da' the XomiD&Uo.Jl of P. K. 8hoD.lnriler.

Mr. Chairma,, Ladi.u au Gmtl~•m:
·Michigan begs lea e to present to the con-
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vention as bright a sta.s as shines . from the
normal constellation. When a man whom
genius claims has lived. in our midst for nearly
three long years, and in the Conn of speaker
and productions has given time and labor for
the improvement of mankind, we claim that
it is right and proper, and a fitting tribute to
crown hts brilliant list of honors with the
brightest gem that we possess as the representatives of the noblest land on earth. Delegates from every state, from every home and
fireside that love their country's honor better
than all else, we ask you to join us in raising
still higher our country's splendid record by
awarding to Illinois's illustrious son the
brightest of all gifts. For our candidate we
claim all the virtues that you claim for any
other. There's no great name with fewer enemies than his. Repeated honors have never turned his mind, but to the lowest one in
all this land on whom the fickle face of fortune never smiled, io him on whom misfortune's unrelenting hand has reddered deep in
degradation and in sin, to him our candidate
would extend a helping hand and call him
friend. We glory in his actions of the past
whether standing in the arena of debate hurl·
ing thunderbolts of logic at opponents, guiding
couneil by his reasoning, or as the magnifi·
cent orator before his audienee. We are
aware that .Michigan in making this nomination does not stand at the beau of tates that
furnish large delegations. Our si ter state
New York has more than twice as many. If
an apology need be offered all we can do i to
unfold her record to the world and substitute
patriotism for numbers. In thi respect Michigan stands boulder to boulder with any of
her sister state . '•Country first" has been her
motto, from her birth. In support of it her
boys followed the flag through Mexico, and
when seces ion blackened heaven with its
form, too,ooo of her on went forth to drive
away the mi t.
Eighteen thousand gently
sleep beneath the unny kies down south, be·
neath the mantle green of old Virginia and her
sister tales. And this is how that Mich~an
claim the right that he now takes. We as
representative~ cannot decide this conflict.
Our states have sent u s here to choose from
the noblest and the best of all our brilliant
countrymen. - By cheming or in a moment
of excitem nt e may do what will be regret·
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ted in after days, for then tion wilt review our
action when the heated noond y trife is ended, not in the busy rustle and lahor oft!'le day
but in the quiet evening when the noble sons
of toil have gathered round the hearthstone,
when all i still, when the peaceful stars are
shining from on high. Then will our actions
be censured or approved. Then let u choose
a noble man, whom everyone will love to
honor with his vote. Let' choose again from
the noble tate that gave the martyr Lincoln,
that the nation might live on; let us try again
that state that gave the hero, Grant, to battle
for the rights of man, and write the death of
slavery in letters of a nation' blood. The
state that gave us Douglass, to champion human progress, and that now gives us F. M.
Shonkwiler to be the next President of the
United State ·.
Speech of A. C. OlUford in Nominating
W. F. McKnight.

Lad~ atzd ' GenJlemen of this Convention :-In thi great country of ours we
have many tltin5Z at stake. We have
causes of grievence., of which a grt•at
many have been answerPd, some
by the life·blood of our fellow-citizens,
some by our great and phili ophical
statesmen.
Ther~ are many jlrievanees yet ~o be
answer d and tha is the rea on why
the people have con olidaterl for the
purpose of making a u11animous ehoice
for the presidency. Ouce more the people have ronsenterl to return to revolutionary fame.' Once more the grand
w}Jeel of government must be tnrned,
not by three million of people hut by
fifty millions who love the con titution
upon which the _overnment :tand .
Missouri, not feeling backward in doing
good for her country, come with the
olive branch of peace and with a heart
filled with love to do and to act in this
great achi vement. The grand trides
that have oeen made in the develop·
ment of this country are almost miraculous. It would astoni h the mind of the
ildest enthusiasm of rev<'lUtionary
hero , that great and philieophi l tatedman who wrote th con titution, and
that man in whom the A.meric n people
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found a common r.. tht>r,. to 8Pe half the
grt-atne , half the 5Zranfieur, half the
noblene d that exists at present in .\.m~r
iean institntion8. Our government has
beeu found to be one in truth ~u1 well as
in name, and it depends upon us to give
it to po teritv in that same purity and
virtue in which we rece. ved it from the
hands of our fath~rs. Ro profounrl is
our government, so liberal in her ~ift~,
so broad and deE>p in her fundamental
laws that monarchs look at us with an
anxious eye, and d· spots tremble at the
influence of our benign institutions. As
this ~overnment was built hy indu try
it did not come into rel'ognit ion in one
day or one year, but hy th.e c •natant
labor of its fellow citizens it haR become
one o( the greatest powers of earth. So
it is with the individu,,l, he who works
day by day and by a slow and ste<Ady
move dimbs the inclined plaue, is worth
a brigade of men who by expressing the
thou~hts of others dash into moJuentary
reco~nition. Though but a short time
has passed since public discord and ci vii
feud were destroying the peace anrl
happiness of this whole republic, yet
kil d nature ha smiled upon u · and we
are once more a unibe·~ people.
Then, my friend. , how important i it
that we hould act upon our own iudividuality and uot be wayed by the
tempe tuou. · wtve~ thtt are .o apt t.,
move the· multitude . Ll't u
cart-f •l
in electing our man and JC~t one who
will giv p()aee and harmony to the
people east a .~ d we t, north and outh,
for if we do not the people will not fail
to cha ise us on the day of elt-i.·tion.
Friends and relatiYe will congreg~tte
together and di ·u their be t intere t .
Fathers and husuautl wtll carefully consider this arouud t~e peaceful hearthstones, loving wives and tentler mothers
will plead with their husbands and <.!3refully in truct their sons before the time
of settlinK th e i ue . We w nt a lln
that understllnd~ the pre n tim . rhe
time has a ed fi r tl· unti!l the bl ody
shirt and
to th t · untry from
whence no trav ler return . The republican party that h
written h r
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name m deeds .of corruption is a thing
ofthe paAt. Our pnblic lands shall ,no
longer be given aw·a y to money~d aristocr1wy. Private corporations shaH foPever cease their iron grasp upon the
.-\merican people under the admini tration of the new party. The d rnocratic
party with her JZreat stigma of states
riJthts and her mighty tactic-.B of oppoPition has at last paid its tribute · to
heaven, with its heels, and gone to rlu I
in the land of the immortals. The
p;reenbaek party that has clone a powerful work in this country, ih tryin~ to
make the people believe that they were
all pHuperR and ready for the alms
house, has passed away as vapor dot-a
when the morning sun ri ·es.
What we want is a thorouJl;h renovation of the civil service, a continuation
of our already ereat commerc~, proper
enterprise, a proper interest in home
manufactories, an encourag~ment of a
general education. For the accompli hment of th~be thing , Ji Qouri, with a
great many of her si ter stateR, expects to
find a frieud and ben fa tor in the name
of W. F. McKntght, of New Yoric. Laciies
and gentlemen, I do not wi~h to extol
the virtne uf the gent! man. He needs
none. His name i written in tl1e bearts
of his countrymen.
Seconding the Nomination ot W. F. lllcXnight by S. P. Corboy.
Mr. Chairman., Ladies a~td Centlenu1z:
Illinois de ire the honor of supporting the
nomination of Ron. W. F. McKni ht, the
gentlemen who i to be the ne Pre ident of
the United States. Our country i now enjoying an era of profound peace and unbounded pro perity. How long thi will continue,
will depend very much how our affair in the
future are admini teted. If you wi h the
good time we are now enjoying, to continue,
elect the man who will admi ter our affair ·.
wi ely, judiciou. ly, economically and \ ho,
while in office, will kno v no man.
We want the •orth an the outh united
together by friendly relation , for while th ·
fore
,
Union Ia ts, we h ve prea.d out
for u and our chil ren, high e citin , and
gratifying pro ~ct ·. I do not "· h to lift
the curtain that hi e from
futurity,
1
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am certain that if we place a.n hone t man a t
the helm, the hip of tate will glide along
peacefully, pleasantly, aild a new era of pro perity willdawn 'upon u .
The tna'ny evils e isting, ·ome of them
amid t our best institutions of learning, will
be eradicated.
ur commerce will be carried
on by our own pe'>ple, in American ship ; and
if need be, we can engage in the Ea t Indie~
trade.
For many year our government l)t!nt lar e
sums of money, ending embassador· to negotiate with countries in Asia.
Among the
many treatie made' with tht> e nations aero.
the Pacific, wa one with China. We invited
the e people to come to our country, trade
with u , and adopt . ome of our cu tom , etc.,
but since then, to our discredit, we broke that
treaty. I ay, let John and hi uncle come
over and eat what we won't.
In a. king you to upport our nominee, we
al o a k for three thing :
1- For a change in the law
which Tegulates election for:town, city and CO\lnty office , removing the re triction of e ,
that ,
hereafter, women may be enabled t v te for
elector<; of President and Vice Pre ident f
the United tate .
2.
winch regulate Pre idential elector , rem ving the restricdon f : ex . o that women may v te in
·uch electi n · on the
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York alone, but in behalf of entire community
in compliance with a never dying conviction
of a sense of right and duty.
The Hon. gentleman (A. C. Clifford) from
the state of-Missouri, has seen fit to place in
nomination for the choice office in question, a
member of this delegation, a friend and a man.
It is with profound sincerity that I rise to
second that nomination. I hold the call to
be for a man rankly deserving. It is for one
wholly destitute of seeking political power.
It is indeed in silent harmony with the glorious and God-like American principle. The
call ventilates a spirit which is the true antagonist of despotism. It is not the out-pouring
of a siren alluring us on but we know not
whither, but of a messenger coming in the interest of those living and those dead, reminding us here in the firey ordeal of lingual conflict of our sacred and divine duties. It is no
, 'ignis fatuus" vanishing as we near it, but
true and real. It is a continuation of the call
which bro~ght forth the trio of American
liberty-Washington, Lincoln and Garfield.
It is a part of that spirit which has overthrown despotisms and instituted republics.
It has made Greece and Italy famous. All
that we are, all that we may ever hope to be,
we are and will be made by the spirit that
prompted the Hon. gentleman to place in
nomination W! ,F. McKnight, of New York.
Sir, the patrioti~ old Empire statemaynot do
''naught in overplus," but where is the frame
covered with human flesh, the being whose
sentiments are tuned with an Omniscient Power, a heart not made of stone, and not moved
to a feeling of approbation and public avowal
when one fitting and ought, one tried and
true, one trusted and found faithful is placed
in a position needing support. Thus true to
us he merits our trust in return. Thus true to
man and true to God.

The state of New York gives her heart and
her hand to this cause. It favors it because
it is a bestowal of honor where honor' is due.
It is favoring those ought, and not these
seeking. It is favoring those who have fostered and handed doW!l the fundamental principles of our liberty.-The sonorous voice and
coDYincing logic of W. F. McKnight have
ever gone forth against all forms of oppression
and depravity. He has been beset by would-be
destroyers, and thedevelopmentsoftime have
shown him to us the emblem of purity aod

humbleness. His stem devotion to duty, and.
his untiring zeal have eminently fitted him for
position in question. He has stood in the
fierce blaze of political conflicts and came -·
forth without a stain on his shield or a blot on
his character.
Such a one not only merits the support of
New York, but the support of this entire con•
vention. I have no empty bombast to offer
in his favor. His name and works are fam·
iliar to us all. I simply refer to him and ask
your support in an attempt to place him at
the head of this people. I have no words of
condemnation, or plans of defeat for other
candidates. That is the part of an ignoble
and odius politician. I hold up W. F. Me·
Night. If he be the choice of this conven·
tion, I will be gratified, if not, let him go
down with the great host of politicians.
I again sincerely ask your support.
A motion by Henry George, of Iowa, to
adjourn until Saturday, July 21, at 7 o'clock~
was carried.
•
JESsE McDoNALD, {Sec's
MITT ERWIN,

J. H.

MAVITY,

•

Chairman.

Fifth SessioD.
VALPARAISO, '11\n.,

July 21, 1883.
The meeting was called to order by the
chairman. Devot1onal exercises by Mr. 0.
A. Gruenewald. Instrumental solo by Mr.
Stagg. The minutes of the previous meeting
were then read, and with a few corrections,
approved. The roll of states was then called
out and the names of candidates were presented:
J. A. Xeagher, Secondina' the Komination
otW. P. Xc][night, ofl!JewTork.

Mr. Chairman, Ladi~s atzd Cmtlmun:
In behalf of the state of New Jersey I
arise to second the nomination of a man of
the purest character and stricte t integrity; a
man who is always at his po t of auty and is
ever willing to answer the call of his country,
whether to be honored by office or to face the
cannon in its defense; a man who hould receive t}le united support of every delegation
in this convention. He is a man who has
entered the political arena not because by
political cunning and intregue he might gain
wealth and notoriety, and have his name
handed down to posterity, but because of the
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good he hopes to accomplish. He bas carefully and impartially studied the political
history of this and foreign countries and is
ever on the alert to profit by the mistakes of
others instead of blundering along in the
channel of many who have brought dishonor
and disgrace to our nation. He has seen the
evil effects of the "Spoils System" which was
inaugurated by a party which has for years
been buried far beneath the notice of the people by an indignant and outraged populace,
and, if elected, instead of filling all the offices
at his command with political tricksters and
carpet-baggers of his own party regardless of
their honesty or capacity, he will resurrect the
old system of appointing men to office because they are eminently fitted for the position which was so thoroughly tried by our
forefathers and found not wanting. He believes th"t the system of assessing public
officials for campaign purposes inaugurated
by the party which is now, and has been for
several years preying upon the very vitals of
the nation, is not only an imposition upon the
officials but an outrage upon American people
and American institutions, and is a means of
electing men who are wholly incapable and
unworthy the respect and confidence of the
people.
He has been always an enemy to the monopolies which have been constantly growing
in strength and numbers under the administration of both democratic and republican
parties, and which if allowed to continue their
growth under the administration of the greenback party which is made up largely of wornout politicians from both the other parties,
our ance, tors instead of having a government of the people, for the people and by the
people, will have a government of the monopolie , for the monopolies and by the monopolies; in other words they will have an
ari tocracy instead of a republic. Thus I
might name evil after evil, corruption after
corruption which the man whom I have in
view will, if elected, endeavor to corr ct; but
it i unnecessary. You all know him to be
an honorable, upright state man who never
hirks any duty which may fall to his lot,
however onerous it may be.
office it then to ay. if we mean to wrest
the government from the hands of the present
corrupt officials and not aband(ln it to the
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party which was sleeping w~e one-half of
our nation was laying the ~ath-trap for one
million of our able-bodied men, and placing
a debt of several millions of dollars upon the
nation; if we mean to preserve inviolate those
God-given principles embodied in our constitution; if we mean to have our nation more
onward and upward till It shall have reached
the highest position possible for any nation to
reach, we must place at the bead of our
government men who have their country's
welfare:at heart; men who would rather be
right than be president; men who will fulfiil
the duties of their office without fear or favor.
If we mean to rid ourselves of that dread
evil-intemperance-which is dragging down
so many thousands of our brightest young men
to premature graves; which is destroying
thousands of happy home annually and
filling our alms houses with paupers, and our
jails and penitentiaries with convicts, we
must place at the head of our govemment
men who by their example of purity and
sobriety will induce others to follow them. If
we mean not basely to abandon our mothers
and sisters to the ystem of miserable drudgery and slavery to which they have been so
long subject, we must elect men who believe
that woman has a higher ca1ling than washing
dishes and waiting upon her li ge lord.
Such a man a the one 1 have d scribed i. W.
F. McKnight, of New York. He i the embodiment of just, honest principle , and if
elected, will occupy the pr idential chair
with credit to himself and honor to th people
who have conferred upon him the highe t
gifts at their di po a!, and if his body be required as a sacrifice at the brine of his
country, the victim will be r ady.
Fisk, of Ohio, Nominating A. F . Knotts,
of Wisconsin.
ilfr. Chairman, Ladits and Gmtlmutz:
As we have proceeded with our work thu
far so nicely, I feel a. sured that you all have
but one, and only one c mmon purpo
in
view, and that i th electi n from the grand
con tellation of name that ar
eing resented to thi c nvention, one that not only
you and I will be glad an l proud to upport,
but a name that th fre p
le of a grand n
nation as ever e i ted b n th the "blue an
tar 'will delight to bon r nd w I orne.
\Ve are rou f the n~m
al-
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ready been presented to this as embly; but in
order that the· National Union party n1ay be
·sure·of ucaess; .. and march defiantly on to
vicotory, -it must have for• its standard-beaTeT
· a man whose political.record is clear, unimpeachable, and unstained.
We demand as
our leader in this great conflict which i pending, not only a scholar and one thoroughly
versed in national affairs, not merely a politician, but a statesman in the best and wisest
:sense of. the term. A man that will not
·Only command the respect and support of the
•agricultural population of the great states of
tthe West and Northwest, but also a favorite
.among the cotton growers and producers of
the sunny South,, and the hard-handed laborer of the great factories, foundries and ma·chine shops of New England.
The National Union party asks for a man
who knows the wants, wishe , and needs of
-our people: a man who knows the hi tory of
our government, and the relation it bears to
·other nations of the earth; one who is an ar·dent supporter and earnest defender of the
great temperance movemeJ;J.t; one who will
welcome the day-which is not far di tautwhen the nobl~, true, and sympathetic ladies
of our land shall be granted the right of suffrage; a man whose social and moral principles
.are so pure and so grand that he will look
upon the infamous practice of polygamy as a
crime that ought to be blotted forever from
the face of our beautiful country; a man who
is a friend to the toiling million ; one who,
during all hi public ervices ha ever been
found working for what he believed to be· the
be t interests of11is con tituents and hi country.
For the National Union party to enter the
:great field of st1:ife under the leadership of a
man with all these noble principles would at
•Once be a ignal of ;ucce . .
Our party of
Jiherty and justice, who e leader has all these
magnificent qualification , and will carry out
·the grand principles which we have laid d0"-"11,
·will leave a record that not only America will
be proud of, but one that the coming genet·
ations of the entire civilized w rid will be glad
to see.
Now, Ladie and Gentlemen of the Con·
vention, I ask in the name of our glorious
tnion, in the name of all her citizen that love
the Star and Stripes, where i there a name
.that ha in it the qualification<; for a leader

more highly developed?
Where the loyal
spirit of true American citizen hip and manhood has more clearly exhibited itself than in
that of the l-Ion. A . F. Knotts, of Wisconsin?

A . C . Gyer's Speech, Nominating A . L .
Hammond, of M i chigan.
Chairman, Ladees ana Gentlemen o.f the Convention:
I tru t that the motives which prompted us
to accept the representation of the people in
this convention were inspired by nothing less
than true patriotism. We have come with
our hearts inflamed with unaffected zeal for
the preservation and transmission to po.terity
of our liberties, our free institutions, and our
national greatne s. It is our purpo e to main·
tain the eharacter of our nation's past and the
honor of her present, and to establi h the glory
of her future. We have come to execute a
sacred trust, reposed in us by fifty million peo ple, and in the faithful execution of this trust
we should not be unmindful that posterity is
destined to follow us and to inherit the fruits,
good or ill, of onr wi dom. We should remember that all nations have their scrutinizing gaze centered upon thi land and pe0rle,
ancl by an unanimous prolamation they utter
our re · ponsibility for the cour e of human advancement.
This artvaneement, if it be in the right direction, will bring about the innuguration of a
time when human and civil righh shall reign
on other continents than ours. The inauguration of such a time depends upon the · preservation of republicanism and of the principle
upon which it i founded· and thi · pre ervation hang upon the perpetuity of our national
government.
It is the purpo e and undying wi ·h of the
people from \ hom and by whom the government derived its existence, that the republic
shall forever live; and if we, a their representative·, would not betray our olemn trust,
if we would do our duty to our country and
our God, we will to-day endeavor to exercise
uch careful and deliberate wi ·dom a will
enable u to accompli h the purpo e of our
con tituents and the ends of true republicanism.
Let every act, then, of this convention and
every uttered word be dictated by the prompting of circum ·pect deliberation and prudence.
Let u · act tn ·uch manner that the pas ing
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judgment of the world m::ty not cause us to
blush. Let u<o act that in this land right and
progress shall prevail.
Let us act for the
preservation of everything good in our national
government, for the removal of every blot on
our ~ody politic; and for the extermination of
every defect and deformity in our governmental administratiOn.
We desire to place at the head of thi,; nation a man who is an expression of statesmanship in it broad and comprehensive sen e; a
man who i able to comprehend the relations
existing between this government and foreign
ntttions, and to understand the various departments of the government and to direct them
with wisJom. \Ve desire a man who can
stand the scrutiny of foreigners; a man who,
in the judgment of ingui itive critic , will be
the embodiment of American character and
American principle , and wear the tamp of
the spirit of American institutions. We desire
a man who is tinctured with the principle of
justice and equality; a man in who e bosom
the pul~e of liberty throb ; a man who ·e heart
beats in ympathetic pulsation with the interests of the people; a man whom the people
l9ve and have regarded as their chief in the
high council of the nation; a man whose immaculate soul has been invulnerable by the
arrow; of m tlign'ty and defamation which
have fallen at his feet broken and harmles ; a
man of wisclom and of patrioti m who has a
history that receives the approbation of a candid people; a man who will grandly represent our pa. t and present, and tand a living
Ladie and gentleprophecy of our future.
men, I present for your consideration a man
in who e hand we may without he itancy decree the destiny of the repubhc-Hon. Albert
Hammond, of Michigan.

I offer this gentleman for your deliberation.
Make his character the subject of careful scrutiny. His eminent fitne for wielding executive power no man can que tion. Hi breadth
of agacity, hi olidity of reason, his profundity of judgment, hi boldne to trike for the
eight; hi wide experience in the affairs of
state-all call for the deliberate attention of
every intelligent citizen.
Lovers of your country, rally around this
great pillar of peace, thi trong taff of the
.republic, thi champton of good go\'emment,
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this defender of the people's right ·, thi:; pro·
tector of law and ljberty, this advocate of ju tice and equality, this whole- ouled American;
the supporter of American rights and American industrie:;. Let Hammond be the center
of thought, and he will plant his banner on
the very breastworks of his enemy and unfurl
it in the sunlight of victory.
Second to the nomination of A. L. Hammond by D.P. Collum.
Mr. Cltairman, Ladies and Gentlemen:
Manly principles and righteous merits demand as a compen ation and reward, honor•
celebrity and fame. These extolling attributes of power, generated and developed
within the soul of man throuf!h hi own inexorable exertion·, i , I believe, the greate t
achievement of man.
Noticing the great and famou mind of today as well a tho e of antiquity, we ee and
have seen them, crowned with ine. timable
glories, tanding upon the principle , upon
the merit ·, po e · ed through their o'v.·n laboriou exertion ·. Such mea are to-day leading
the power of Europe and commanding the
highe. t tat ion · in our land. Ju tly hould
uch men crown a European kingdom and
grace an American republic; ·uch men hould
be held the mo t acred and brighte t stars in
the univer al heavens of our love; fr m
among such men we hould, in our electi n,
choo e one to repre ·ent thi · di mified a sem·
bly.
With a feeling of pride, I ay, Ia ie and
gentlemen, among you there are many, but it
is f r the Ia t nameci gentleman in particular,
for him e-pecially, does outh Car lina ri e
to econd hi · support m thi · all importan
campaign; not irrationally, not with ut ju. l
and numerou. cau:e ·, dn we pledge to hint
our undivided and never ceasing up1 ort.
For nearly three year we have been ble ed by hi · appreciated re ence, and departing
in a few week · will carry with him not alone
the honor ue to a ·cientific ch la.r, but uch
honor a only friends can be t w.
A to his marked manner , hi re1 utation
and character I \\;11 but say they nre hi
name, and hi · name, untainte an ua\tar ni hed, i' loved and revered by all who have
fortunately
formed hi · inc,timable acquaintance .
Lookint> to thi gran convention a a na -
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tiona} commission from which we are to select
a trust-worthy leader, I confidently believe
that we cannot place upon that elevated plane
of trust a gentleman more worthy or more
deserving of its high honors ; looking at it in
a domestic light, from which we are to select
a true and gentlemanly character of this
Northern Indiana Normal School. I, again,
firmly believe with grounds confidence,
that we cannot be represented by a more
thorough, estimable or meritorious young
gentleman.
Not casting any reflections upon the candidates now before you, as those who may come
into the field of action, I must say that he
has ever been found with a friendly hand for
his associates, a kind aud gentle word for the
stranger, and a smiling good wish for us all.
Therefore, ladies ane gentlemen, I only ask,
as a reciprocation of his universal love, kindness and generosity, that you extend your
hand of friendship, utter your words of kind·
ness, express your smiling good-wish, through
your influential ballots, for your ever reliable
friend, Albert L. Hammond.
C. J. Martin, Seconding the Nomination
of A. L. Hammond.
lrfr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen;
We have assembled for the purpose of discharging one of the most enobling and aacred
trusts that was ever given man.
While it is well known to us all that the
existing pa~ties have become so corrupt that
fraud and treachery have taken the place of
well earned merit, will the people suffer
the e abuses ? will we be controlled by such
a cla s? It remains to be tnld by our actions
here in convention assembled by the selection
of a standard bearer. Then does it not behave us, as representatives of a progressive
party to be careful in making our selections
and not be carried away by the excitement of
the hour? Amid this tate of affairs New
Hampshire has turned her eyes from the east
toward the western horizon. Through Vermont, New York, aero s the great lakes, until the vision arrives at the re ting place of
the ashes of that great and noble intemationalreformer, Zachariah Chandler. Where
also sleeps in ilent lumber that statesman
of tatesmen, Lewis Ca. s. \Vhere also rel'ides that leader of leader , that illu trious
captain, that pretentiou star which fir t began to bed it light on the bore of Lake

Michigan until its illuminations have spread
from the reverberating forest of Maine to the
far territories of the west, from the great
lakes to the Gulf of Mexico, where his name
is lost amidst the golden clouds of a nation's
blessing. Sud. a star, such a captain, such
a leader is no other than my friend and former associate, Albert L. Hammond. The
virtues and feelings of this extraordinary man
are too colossal to be measured by the ordinary standards of morality. His character
has never been discolored by a national prejudice or a deadly struggle for office. " Let
the office seek the man, and not the man the
office," has ever been his political mot to.
Ladies and gentlemen, New Hampshire,
that state which marks the birth-place of
Webster, that state which gave us a Pearce,
that state whose mothers were among the
first to give up their sons in defence of American liberty, and whose bones now lie mingled with the dust on many a hard fought
battle-field of the revolution eeking to redress the wrongs of the American people,
that state whose sons were ever in the van
answering to the distressing of the nation
when treason had fastened its fangs upon the
nation's vitals. This state demands a man
who will correct the existing abuses of the
government. This state demands a man with
large and comprehensive views euough to
know no sectional lines. This state demands
a man who will administer the law justly.
This state demands a man who has been a
constant friend to the laborer. In short, we
demand a man in the fullest and broadest
meaning of the word. One who knows right,
one who can do right, and above all else the
man who will do right. Such a man possessing all these attributes is Albert L. Hammond. Give us this man and we pledge to
you our entire support. Give us this man
and we promise to you a period of prosperity,
prosperity that will melt away party lines and
the coming generation will point to his admini tration as a noble monument of legislative wi dom. Thev will dwell with creative
vigor with which be brought order out of
chaos, relieving the dilapida!ed finances and
restoring the prostrate indu trie . They will
enumerate the harbors, the canal , the bridges,
the road , the librarie , and all the thou and
works of indu trious peace and productive
art. Give u thi man and we will celebrate
with joyance, our fellow-citizen on the Hud-
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son, on the Potomac. From the southern
plains to the we tern lake the people will be
engaged in the same office · of gratitude and
joy. Nor we, nor they, alone, beyond the
Ohio, beyond the Mississippi, along the stupendou trail of immigration from ea t to
west, treading across the prairie and bur ting
through the portals of the Rocky Mountains.
The people will say, "Honor thy patriot.
He has done well." Ladies and gentlemen,
New Hampshire seconds the nomination of
A. L. Ha1mnond.
Jones, of Tennessee, Nominated J. W. D.
Butcher, of Tennessee.

Ladies and Gentlemen of tlte Convention:
"I am no orator, as Brutu (Gyer) is: But,
a you know me all, a plain, blunt man, that
loves my friend *
For I have neither
wit, nor words, nor worth, action, or utterance, nor the power of peech, to stir men's
blood, I only speak right on."
Once in four years we are called to elect a
President of the United State . A Monarchs
by po se ing ab olute power become tyrannical, so Republic without a change of administration become corrupt.
When the
master minds of our fore-father framed the
Constitution, which now form the fundamental law of our land, they recognized the importance of a frequent change in the administration of our government. Thi is the only
true Republic that ha ever exi. ted, and, on
her shoulder rests the burden of moulding the
future world. Tho e lord and noble ·, reared
in the . chool of de.spoti m, are watching with
an envious eye the ucce : of our Amerecan
institutions, for they know that every step we
take in the march of progres ·,is undermining
the platform on whkh their Ari tocracy is
founded. It i the mi ion of our government
to ever the shackles that are binding the laboring mas e in shame and degradation· and
lead that oppre ed race into a purer clime,
whe1e they can bask in the unlight f freedom and liberty. It i our mi . ion to earch
the lowe. t hovel, pluck from the burning
brand of vice tho e bright-eyed children, deve lop th em into noble men and women, and
place them, a parkling gem ·, in the ca ket
of intellectual jewel .
Then how deep hould be our conviction.
of duty, when' ·e realize that the weight of
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this responsible government \.vill re t upon
h im whom we have a :embled in this convention to nominate.
The pre ent incumbent of the Pre. idential
chair ha reflected honor upon hi sacred trust
but, this being an age of progre. , we need a
man to grapple with more living is~ues. That
relic of barbari m nouri heel in tah, which
links us with avage nation , , hould be bani bed from our mid t.
Tho e monop lie,
that are treading upon our noble son of toil,
and grinding their very life from them, should
be barred in that clime whence there i: no return. Tho:e nation that are excluding from
their ports American produce and watching
with a jealou eye the magnitude of American
commerce, should be made to realize that we
are the architect of our own fortune, or our
our own intere t, anJ that our action are
not dictated by petty monarch . Tho ·e
nation that c nfine American citizen. in
foreign pri ons, should be made to feel that,
wherever our gallant ons may choo. e to
wander, the gmnd old tar. and tripe are
ever ready to encircle them within their ·pacious folds and ·hield them from all dang r.
Thi i a h.epublican goverment, and all her
citizen. are ·uppo ed to have a v ice in th
making of her law ; but we have am1 ng u a
clas , the mo t beautiful, and I might . ay the
mo t inteligent the reator ha ever penuilted to dwell among t 1ortals, and th t cia · can
have nothing t . ay as to how it shall be
governed. Tho em ther who are moulding
the haracter of our future nation ha\e no
voice in . aying h \\ that f ndlin of her
bo om ·hall be fo tered when it ha. left the
maternal r f. \Ve may well boa 'l of our
benign in tt ·tutions of leaming, that adorn
our glorious land and develop the inlricacie · pertaining lo the welfare f our p •oplc;
but all nr b a. ting inks into the hade of
oblivion when we I ok in upon th more
humble walk:. of life, and ee the true rrandeur of our nation blight
by th pre nee of
the thou. and who are yet gro,cling in he
debauchery of ignoranc and
\Ve need a man for our n ·t rc id nt, wh
will grapple with the · i · u and 1 ad u into
a clime where we can breath , an atm . phere
that i n t c ntaminatcd .., ·ith tho c tlre
that retard the progre· f our n:tti n. \Vc
need a man who i a taunch up{ rter f 'j ·il
en ice reform, a man with n u •h 1 atri ti m
throbbing in hi b :-om, to app int m n o
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office because of their true worth, and not for
intere t of any political pa.tty.
We need a man who can cross the bloody
chasms, which have been made by the pouring
out of precious blood from patriotic hearts,
clasp hands with both North and South; and
usher in that period of grandeur, where shall
be no more North, no more South; but a land
with the hearts of her teeming millions, beating with the same impulse; and each one feeling tha,t this is our goverment.
Such is the man our country demands and
such a man is the Hon. J. W. D. Butcher of
Tennesse. J. \V. D. Butcher is a man whom
the whole world recognizes as possessing
superior wisdom, intellectual ability, and
power to sway the American scepter. If such
could ever be his character is as spotless as
the stars that sing together in the heavens
In his bosom, the pulse of Liberty and Freedom beats so high that he will never stoop
to wield the American Sceptre for the aggrandizement of any political faction. He is a
man whom the whole nation loves; and, if
this Convention will only nominate him, the
whole people, with that unanimity not
known since the day of Washington, will
raise him to their highe t pinnacle of trust;
where, let the civilized world scrutenize him
ever so intensely, they can but crown him
as ever brightest in the constellation of patri·
otic stars that have upported and defunded
our banner of Freedom and Liberty.

tion; cJ"t1e ·wh~ is a terror to monopolists; one
who will regulate our interstate commerce, one
who will forever do away with the Mormon
que lion, one who will build up our navy, fix
up our rivers, our harbors; our shipping, and
improve our commerce; both on land and on
sea. Snch a man is J. W. D. Butcher.
In the history of our nation, this is a great
and grand year. Just one hundred years have
elapsed siuce the signing of the final treaty
for independence. This year is the beginning
of a new century in the history of our country. Ladies, and gentlemen of this conven·
tion, I call upon you as representatives of the
people to give the magistracy to a man who
will start our government-the only truly free
government on the globe-unblemished in
this new epoch; a man who will preserve our
dignity, both at home and abroad; a man to
whom at the expiration of his term of office we
can truthfully say: "Well done; thou goodl
and faithful servant." Such a man is our
present noble leader and parliamentarian, J.
W. D. Butcher.
Our government needs a man who will forever heal the wound between the North and
South. Fearless of the future and forgetful of
the past, the South will fling the remains of
their patriotism, which is great, at the feet of
the one whom I now leave to your grateful
acceptance. I hea.~tily second the nomination
of J. W. D. Bucher.

Speech of D. E. McDowell, Seconding the
Nomination of J. W. D. :Sucher.
Afr. Chairmrm, Ladies and Gentlemen:

Mr. :Seck, Seconding the Nomination of
J. W. D. 'Butcher.
JJfr. Chairmmt, Ladies a1td Gentlemen of the
Convention:

In econding the nomination of J. W. D.
Butcher, I fe::el that I can ay but very little
after the elegant addre of Bmtus and Anthony.
A time ha come in the hi tory of our nation
when we need a man of ability as chief magistrate. The time has come when we need a
far eeing man. The time has come wht::n we
need a man who is not a tanding candidate
for every office that can be had in the gift of
the people. The time ha come when we
need a man who i not only familiar with one
branch of the government, but one who is
famili ar with all the branche .
The time has come ' hen we need a man
who i. well po ted on the money que tion,
one who 1 well fO!-ted on the tariff que ·

I rise to second the nomination of him
who e name ha just been pre ented to the
thoughtful con ideration of thi convention.
We have met here for the purpo e of placing
a laurel upon the brow of some eminent
champion or some favored friend,
J. W. D. Butcher, of Tenne ee, ladies
and gentleman, needs no introduction to this
convention.
I have not a word to say
again t any of the d i tingui hed gentlemen who have been mentioned for this high
po ition. I do wt h to ay that J. W. D.
Butcher eek no honor; that he is your
friend and mine· that he i one who e fitness
and eminent ability can not be denied; who e
integrity and hone ty were never doubted,
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and as to his availability can there be any
doubt on sober thought that he is the most
available man that this convention can put
forward.
Ladies and gentlemen be is one who, in
the performance of the dutie of this high
office, will lay party prejudjce a ide, wil
know no political creed, save that who serves
his country best, serves his party be t. One
who, if elected, will suppre
every faction ,
will crush the last embers of sectional strife,
will be alike acceptable to all, will thrill the
land from end to end, and be bailed as the
dawning of that longed-for day of perpetual
brotherhood.
The need of the hour, ladies and gentlemen, is a man, on whom the nation
can lean with confidence and tru t; a man
whose services attest his greatness and ba'i
ever show n the very geniou5 of common
sense; a man who fears not to grapple with
the gigantic questions of to-day; a man wh o
studied the needs and defects of our government.
uch a man you find in the person of
J. W. D. Butcher.
It i , therefore, ladies and gentlemen of the
convention, in the name of patriotism in
whose services he has been; in the name of
our great cause of which he is a living example; in the name of equal rights and universal liberty of which he has been a chosen
champion; in the name of every American
home which he has defended and protected,
we present for your deliberation this distinguished son of Tennessee, James W. D.
Butcher.
E. Chenoweth Seconding the Nomination
of J. W. D. Butcher.
11-Ir. Chairmm:, Ladi(s and Gmtlemm:
West Virginia wishes merely to announce
her choice among the many worthy name that
have been pre eoted to the con ideration of
thi <:onvention.
\Ve, the delegates of thi
ational Union
Convention, are to select a man from our
ranks to fill the highe t office in the gift of the
American people.
We have adopted our
platform, which we believe to repre ent, in a
well-defined and ucce . ful manner, the general tendencie and aspiration · of the time .
Among the leading article of thi · platform i
one tor the removal of political di tinction

with regard to ·ex. This, in my humble opinion, is one of the most important, for when.
this di tinction is abolis heJ then can we truly·
and olely rely upon the ballot box for the vindication or the right and the protection of the
liberties of' he whole people.
Now, it remains for us to select a man•
who. e political view· are a summary of this
platform, and who ha a broad comprehen-;ion•
of the principle of justice and republican•
government, combined with profound states.
manship and pre-eminent fitne. s for the office
of President of these United tates. We can
assure you that the e characteristics and qualification , in their e ence and purity, are embodied in the per·on of J . W .. D Butcher, of
Tennes ee.
We hope to ecure a handsome majority of
the votes of the gentlemen of this convention,
and the unanimous support of the ladies upon
principles of general, if not upon self interest.
Whitacre' s Speech .

The following "rich, rare and racy" speeclr
was delivered by Mr. Whitacre in th Normal
National Convention, aturday, July 21, presenting the name of Professor Martin Van
Buren tevens, LL. D., as a candidate for
Chief Magi:trate of the grandest Republic on
the face of the earth:
A:fr. Cltairmar:, Ladies and Gentlenun:
Irre. 1 tible as the tide of old ocean a it roll
heavily toward the beach; nnrelenting a!. the
Jevartating tread of old Time as he tride from
bore to bore aero .. the cornfi Jd and potatopatche of life; irrepre. sible a · the unfledged
orator whose in atible desire for public noticeand applause cannot be appeased; uncontrollable as the wickedly perver e, the tubbornly
crooked, long ared, high he led ·pecies of
hor e family -are the circum tance · which
have called forth the repre. entative · of our
nati on on thi · gre t occasion.
Like . ea-w d on the rolling tide, like
country lovers at the old tim circu. promenade, we have drifted with the tide of circumtance · to that danger us spot in the politica
ea where the • breakers ahead ' warn us that
we mu t change our cour ·s: ur aeecl, our
policy and ur politic .
It ha been decided in c urts of equity. an
pro ·en in analyt ical analyi i · that " circum tan-
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ces alter cases." Then let the ca··e be altered
at once; for the time most assuredly demands
a change in the rolling stock of the car of
Liberty.
To inaugurate that change is the great purpose of this Convention on this occa ion. It
has been aid by some philo opher, poet, bootblack or phrenologist that "new occastons
bring new dut1es." I tell you fellow-citizen ,
that ince ~he occa ion i: new, new duties lie
at my door, and at your door, and at the cellar,
parlor and attic door of every voter in the
land.
But what do the time demand of us?
vVhat are the duties incumbent upon us as
the repre entative:> of a money loving people?
Let u - circumnavigate the tempe tuous ocean
of politic. , and determine, if possible, the direction of every wind and current that may possibly afrect the course of the old "Ship of
State" in her henceforward career in the turbid waters.
In the fir. t place, it i well authenticate fact
that the old hip ,i . leaky; hence it is necessary that th;) fir,t plank in our National Platform
be used in topping the leaks and bung-holes
of democracy and republicanism. [Applause.]
In the next plac~, the wheels are clogged
and shattered, which no one acquainted with
the fact will deny. It is therefore necessary
that repairs be made in order that the God de s of Liberty may "paddle her own canoe."
Furthermore,it i. well established truth that
the crew i tip y and the pilot i a leep.
Hence it is eminently proper that we to-day,
in convention a sembled, take step to revolutionize, reorganize, re-con truct, re anything
that will regain to us the cheri hed libertie of
onr home , our firesides and our fi -hiug pond .
[Applause. J
In order to bring about thi restoration of
primitive purity in the politics of our country,
it is ne ,·e ary that we place at the helm, a
man with a ~ upcrior brain, with an iron grip,
with a tately form, and above all, a man conscion of hi own matchle s ability to erve
the people. [ Applau e.
Oh, friends, patri ts, countrymen! The
hour ha · come but where i the man? [Applause.]
our nation\ eighed in the bal ..
ance and found wanting?

r-

Have we no prophet who h
not bowed
the knt:e to Baal--no lion of the tribe of Je-

hosaphat to lead us on to victory? [Applause.]
Thanks be to the Fates we are not without
hope in the sad hour of our extremity.
The
coming man is here, has been among us lo!
these many days, waiting for the hour when
Fortune would reciprocate the smile that ever
beams from his noble countenance.
Fellow-citizen?, this is the proudest hour of
my life.
[Applause. J
I am proud that I
have the honor of pre enting to this convention the name of so distinguished a person,
one among ten thousand and altogether lovely.
And prouder still will I be when the voice of
people shall say: "Let that man rule over us."
From the copper-toed banks of Lake uperior
to the sugar-coated borders of the Mexic Gulf;
from the gold-tipped peak of the West to the
steel-bound slopes of the Atlantic, the voice
of the people shall thunder:
'·Give us that
man or give us · re t." [Applause. J That
man is Martin Van Buren Stevens, of the
Phrenological Department of the Northern
Indiana Normal School.
[Great applause.]
You may go to the "continuous " -oods
where roUs the Oregon;" you may go to the
ArcadiRn land where "still stands the forest
primeval;'' you may go to the Vale of Paradise where brass is always worth more than
brains, but you cannot go where our hero has
not been. [ Applau e.] You may gaze upon
the suns and stars of heaven, and upon the
sons and daughters of earth, but you cannot
gaze upon a brighter geniu than our own
Martin Van Buren Stevens, the Curio ity of
the multitude. [Laughter.]
To enumerate the great achievement of his
life would be to pre. un,e upon your ignorance;
for with whose life are we more familiar than
the life of Martin \ an Buren teven ? Suffice
it to say that in the ups and downs of his
eventful life, the highest honors have been
heaped upon him.
\Vho but Martin Van Buren Steven could
have trodden the soil of forty-two tate in
thi great American Union? \ "ho but Martin
an Buren Stevens could have enjoyed the
loving clasp of fourteen governors of fourteen
tate in thi great American Union?
Who but Martin Van Buren teven could
have . too without flinching upon the hill where
Warren fell? \Yho but 1artin Van Buren
teven could have tood in the pre ence of
Queen Victoria's daughter with knee un-
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shaken and cheek unblanched?
[Laughter
and applause. J
Who but Martin Van Buren Stevens would
have dared to sit in John Hancock's chatr and
gaze upon his signature to the Declaration
that made us a free people? vVho but Martin
Van Buren Stevens could have gazed with undimme:l eye upon the sacred monument beneath which lies the illustriou Founder of our
liberties. In conclusion, let me say that he is
a man able to qualify the ballot b0x by testing
with his magic touch the brains of the people.
[Applause.]
He is a man whom the ladie love, whom
the kid obey, whom the people delight to
honor. He is a man who will always be
found at his post, and if he can't get there he
will send Eli. [Applause. J
Fellow-citizens, in the name of the Declaration of Independence and the con titution o
Andrew Jackson, vote for whom you please,
but if you don't support Martin Van Buren
Stevens, "there is something rotten in Denmark." [Applause. J
Erickson, of Colorado, nominated S. K.
King, of Oregon.
This address could not be obtained.
Convention then adjourned to meet in one
week.
J. H. M VITY, Chairman.

JESsE McDoNALD, } Sec's.
MITT ERWIN,

VALPARAISO, Ind., July 28, 1883.
The meeting was called to order by the
president, and devotional exercises were conducted by Mr. Pulse, after which music was
given by the College Band.
The name of
Mr. Knotts was withdrawn from the lit of
candidates.
A motion to strike out that part of the rule
relating to the pre entation of the name of the
delegate was lost. The name of the delegates were then handed to the secretary.
The roll of states was then called and the
first ballot was cast, re ultmg as follow : A.
C. Geyer, 112; J. W. D. Butcher; 77; W. F.
McKnight, 84; F. M. Shonkwiler, 40; A. L.
Hammond, 58; .. K. King, 9· There being
no majority, the delegate prepared for the

next ballot.
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By this time a great intere twas

~anifested.

The Nebraska delegation had just arrived,
coming to Valparaiso in time to take part in
the last ses ·ion. Objections were made to
letting her vote, as her banner plainly bore
on one
ide the inscription "Nebra ka
solid for A. C. Geyer," while on the ot~er ide
was the American eagle in large size with a
seroll in his billbearingthe inscripti01:: "A. C.
Gyer i our man." But after the chairman of
the Nebra ka delegation stated that it had
been impo sible for them to get here sooner,
a they had been delayed on account of a
great flood on the Mi sissippi, and con equenl·
ly had to wait until the water ub ided.
[Great applause. J The chairman of the
convention then decided that Nebraska was
legally entitled to a vote in the convention,
and that we could not prevent the ri ing of
waters. [Applause.]
The second ballot being taken, the result
A. C. Gyer, 150; J. W. D.
was announced:
Butcher, 91;
\ . F. McKnight, 68; F. M.
honkwiler, 33; A. L. Hammond, 48; . K.
King, 5·
At the end of the second ballot the name
of Messr ·. honkwiler and Kmg were withdrawn.
Again the roll of states was called and the
ballot wa ca t. The result were a follows:
A. C. Gyer, 157; J. D. Butcher, 109; W. F.
McKnight, 59; A. L. Hammond, 65.
After the third ballot the delegation manife ted much intere ·t, there being great excitement and enthu iasm.
The name of W. F. McKnight and A. L.
!-! ammond were withdrawn.
The roll of tates was called and the fourth
ballot cast.
A motion was made that the two candidates
be placed on the tage was lo t.
Moved and carried that a ccllection
taken to buy ice cream and other luxurie · fotthe
members of the band and the la t l\ o candidate·.
A motion that the chairman and ·ecret.ari
of the convention be included with the atakers of the fe tive appetizer was carri U
an overwhelming majority.
The fourth ballot wasthenaunounced: A. •
Gyer; 196; J. W. D. Butcher, 1 3,
ing elected by a majority of 13.
The re ult w welcomed by a grand dem-
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onstration. For fuliy five minutes, and probably more, wild and long-continued applause
and shouts rung the hall. All were filled
with enthusiasm.
Delegates and auditors
• alike rose in their seats and shouted themselves hoarse. Hats and fans and handkerchiefs were whirled in the air. The floating banners were swung around in triumph.
The effect was electric and the result, with
its tumult and inspiration, was something beyond description. The Hon. A. C. Gyer was
escorted to the rostrum by a couple of gentlemen amid loud applause. Silence having
been partially attained, Mr. Gyer, in his impressive and effective style, responded in the
followiug manner:

INAUGURAL

ADDRESS

Delivered by A. C. Gyer in the Conven·
tion After His .t.;lectioit fQr the
Presidency of the 'United
States.
.tlir. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen:
It would be a vain exercise of words to attempt to clothe an adequate expression of my
gratitude and thankfulness to the American
people for this manifestation of their confidence, for this reposal of their trust. The
only conceivable method by which I can express or even indicate my feeling of gratefulness will be by an honest and faithful
execution of the grave duties imposed upon
my shoulders by their sovereign will. I am
aware of the gravity of the position which
I have been called upon to occupy. I am
aware that the presidency of the United
States is inherently possessed of greater moral
power than the position of the ruler of any
other nation, inasmuch as thi nation to a
great degree sways the destiny of man, and
the direction which American guidance gives
to the affairs of the world depends for the
most part upon the manner in which the incumbent of the presidency executes his duties.
I therefore am impressed with a feeling of
my own tmworthyness and weakness; anq
were I to be convinced that I am to stand
upon the sole grcJund of my own abilities, I
would not hesitate to say that the coming admini tration will prove a failure. But I have
reason to believe that the man whom the

people have chosen the people will support.
I shall therefore plant myself upon the strong
and unflinching platform of the masses and by
the aid of the united force of my own willingness to be faithful and of the unaffected sympathies of the people,: I purpose to endeavor
to wield my power to the end that the administration shall be vigorous and exhibit to the
world a production of good results.
Before proceeding to give an outline of my
policy, I desire to give expression to twogreat fundamental principles which lie at t!'re
bottom of all good government, and which
shall constitute the basis of my action while I
remain the servant of the people. The first
principle which I affirm is that which has for
its object the determination of what is right
and just and the enforcement of it. The
second is that which discovers what is good
and beneficial and promotes it. The legitimate ends, therefore, of government, are justice and virtue and the achievement of these
is the purpose of legislation. The fruits of
justice and virtue are peace and happiness
and these the ultimate end of the government whose corner stone is liberty.
The prime duty of the president I believe
to be the maintenance of the supremacy of
the constitution, which together with the laws
made in pursuance thereof, is the supreme
law of the land. I believe the constitution is
the expression of the united people's will and
not a compact between states; that the government constructed by that instrument, is an
agency which is employed to serve the purposes, not of states as such, but of the whole
people; that the highe t allegiance of the citizen is due to the union; that we are one people, we have one country and one constitution. It will therefore be my purpose to
manife t the most absolute and un werving
devotion to the Cf)nstitution and to the union.
It should be the policy of the government
to protect and build up American indu tries
and intere ts and develope American resources. According to an eminent political
econondst theories, when practiced in different place , exhibit diverse re ults. They do
not apply in practice to all conditions and
circum tances. They are not practicable by
all nations which differ in their condition and
material development. The theory of free
trade may elevate the standard of wealth and
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of life in one country but depress it in another.
If we look to the present condition of nations
we are confronted with the fact that there is
but one nation that i able to maintain a show
of commercial and indu trial pro perity under the withering influence of free trade.
England tands alone in her ability to live
under the guidance of thil' policy. She tands
utterly apart from the rest of the world in the
completeness and perfection with which her
resources and indu tries are developed. The
island of Great Britain is one mighty manufacturing e tablishment the hum of whose
machinery keeps the entire soil from centre to
circumference in a state of uncea ing vibration . We can easily comprehend, therefore,
why England is able to live with free trade.
But how did England acquire this development? Let us advert for a moment to the
instructiOns of history. During the years that
preceded the reign of Elizabeth free trade
was the policy of the English government.
Great Britain was almost void of commerce.
The absence of commerce and the consequent
want of stimulus to produce beyond domestic consumptien, brought within the borders
of England an absolute de titution of industry
and resulting social discontent. Rebellion
against the government and secret plots for
the deposition of English rulers were predominant. Mighty horde of vagabonds and
plunderers urged to and fro upon the island
terrorizng entire counties and awaitmg opportunitie to aid dome tic m urrection or to a ist
the inva ion of foreign powers. The people
became a nation of plunderer . In vain we
earch the annals of hi tory for a parallel to
the de tructive violence whtch marked everywhere, the daily strife between Englishman
and Engli hman. Terror and thir t for blood
reigned in the hearts of men. But when, on
the a cendency ofElizabeth, protection became
the policy of the nation, we ob erve the occurrence of a revolution in the industrial and
commercial affairs of the country which contra ted grandly with the former de olation and
blood. England henceforth i ble ed with
indu try. Manufactorie. ' ere e tabli hed;
Engli h resource , which had hitherto remained profitle to the country, were now unfolded. The ho ts of fre hooters, o long the
in trument of violence and de. truction, we1e
ab. orbed by the ne' ly e. tabli hed indu .. tries

and became producers as well as honest and
laborious citizen . Thus Elizabeth gave to
her subjects contentment and happiness and
won f0r htr elf, the love and upport of her
people. Thu did England e tablish her com•
mercial pro perity and uprernacy. Thus she
made her elf capable of supplying the world
with article of comfort and convenience. Thus
she made herself the naval wonder of the
world. Thus she nursed and fostered into perfection and aggressive power all the great
resour es on her soil.. This, gentleman, is
the truth of history. Likwi e we ?lope to see
America develop.
Protection, thea, ought to be the policy of
the goverment, protection for American manufactories and especially protection for AI'Jierican ~aborers. The laborers of thi land are
they who have my sympathies and of who e
interests I shall be the servant. In the proportion that our industrial e tablishment are
protected from foreign compettiion, ju tin that
proportion i the American laborer elevated
above the standard of the European pauper.
One of the living i ues i that of temperance. Thi i a question that touche the
heart of every citizen of candid and impartial
judgment; it respects every heart~tone of the
land; it affect our schools our rehgton, and
our material wealth and industrie . It therefore demands the recognition of the government. The value of any traffic i mea ured
by the good it can do for the world. The
trafhc which ha! for its legitimate purpo es
the advar.cement of the common good, the
development of general prosperity and of good
feeling, the production of peace and ltappinness, of justice and virtue, of good to all and
ill to none, that traffic 'bas a right to exi t :•nd
merits governmental recognition and protection. But the traffic which yield ;neither happine nor virtue; which pauperize our citizens
and degrade morality, which harbo vice,
iniquity, and crime; which grind by the heel
of grief and orrow the noble mother and
innocen ofour country, which convert. men
into demon and contributes to govermental
di integration and to reckle ne among public ervant , which cause the de truction of
national wealth and pro erity and cru hes
the fruit of civilization and the product of
liberty- uch a traffic cannot in righteou ju
tice receive the protection of law and hould
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perish by the hands of the government.
The conflicting policies of various states
having failed to remove the curse from within
their borJers, I am in favor of a uniform
law e tablished by the central government
which shall prohibit forever the existance of
the liquor traffic on our uational domain.
Reform is a policy which the nation should
unswervingly follow. The crimes connected
wtth the method of determining the people'
will should be ferreted out and punished with
a severity commen urable with their flagrancy.
A pure and undefiled ballot by which the
honest discretion of every citizen may be expressed, I regard as the richest boon ever bestowed upon a free people, and as the very
basis of republicani m. But when bribery
and intimidation, coersion and the "stuffing"
of the box wtth spuriou votes rule out the
rightful deci ion of the people; when men,
who stand in the highest council of the nation, lift up their voice in defense of the conte ted right to a eat of member · who have
been elected by the votes of crime and not by
the major voice of the people, I tremble for
my country. Abraham Lincoln wa struck
down by the hand of an a a ·in, · ut the government uffered little inconvenience; James
Garfield to-day sleep in the grave of martyrdom in consequence of a similar attack, yet
the government lives. But he who, by medling with the ballot, as assinate the peop'e"s
sovereign will, mites the rock on which our
republic tand , and makes him elf guilty of
a crime for which, in my judgment, there can
be no expiation, and for which there ho dbe
eternal execration.
Another phase of refonn connected with
the ballott hould be that which will re ult in
the enfranchisement of women. The que tion of her inability to pass judgment in governmental affair need no further refutation.
That argument ha been hurled to the ground,
nevermore to rise, by the election which has
placed me on thi platform. The only remaining argument therefore to be overcome
is that which i ba ed upon the ab tract idea
of ex. The demand for uffrage for woman
is founded upon principles of ju tice and
equality. The fundan:ental doctrine of democracy implie that every individual who e
intere L and welfare are affected by the government ha. an indefea able, inalienable,

and God gi,·en right to a voice in the formation and guida nce of that government.
Th e
right to the po -;~es •ion of property ca rrie»
with it the right to a vute in the enactment of
laws which shall protect property. Shall
women in view of thts forever occupy a sta tion inferior to that of man? The discrimination of color ha been put down; now I appeal for the undivided support of the people
in my effort to exterminate the discrimination
of sex and to achieve the perpetual enfranchisement of women.
Reform, as I said before, should be the
nation's policy; reform in our method of admini tration; reform in the means of control
given to monopolies; (let the country govern
the monopoli t and not the monopoli. t rule
the country) reform in our y tern of labor;
reform in everything wherein may be found
political deformity and CO!Tuption.
The attention of the government must be
tendered to that iniquitous institution termed
polygamy, which ha been criminally suffered
to remain a a blackening stain on our nation's banner. The government hitherto, although it ha made some pretention toward
a removal of the stain, has been tainted with
the guilt of unpardonable negligence. In the
name of religion Mannon polygamy has engaged in the v1lest sins that ever polluted
American soil, or ever cursed civil ociety; it
has corned the con titution, held in contempt
the authonty of law and government, and
spurned the nationality of the
nion. The
stench of Mormon iniquity rise to tell all nation of the discoloration of our national character. The blood of martyrs, who have fallen
victim to iormon lu t, erie out again ~ t the
government and d~mand that an effort be
made for the removal of the cursed blot from
our we tern oil.
Side by side with Mormoni m and on a
level with it I place the foul in titution, Communi m, wh ch i gaining a grip upon our
citizens. Communi m has for it object the
obliteration of family relations. Nothing
more on tbi ubject i required.
uffice it to
say that the e two i ter in titution. , Mormoni m and Commoni m, the e championlS of
lu -t and degradation, hould be wiped from
the land a with fire.
The e, ladies and gentlemen, are the lead ing point in my policy; and I have endeav-
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ored to give them expression as nearly as possible in harmnoy with convictions which have
been deliberately and honestly formed. An
administration founded upon such a policy I do
not promise will suddenly usher in perfect content and universal justice, but I do believe
it to be the policy most nearly in harmony
with the greatest good and with progressive
Americanism. Now that the administration
may be of the greatest value to all classes I
appeal for the sympathies of the people and
for the guidance of Him that doeth all things
well.
Moved and carried that the Convention
adjourn to meet in one week to elect a vice
president.
J. H. MAVITY, Chairman.
MITT ERWIN,
{
JESSF. McDoNALTl, Sec's.
---STROUP,

Closing cene.
After the presidents inaugural address a
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motion was made and carried that the band
play another piece of mus.ic, after which the
several delegations, headed by the band,
would march down the College avenue. Accordingly they formed in procession and with
flying banners and through shouts and hurrahs
marched slowly down to the Commercial
Hall and back again. The scene was inspiring- and electrical. All along the street, on
both sides, throngs of spectators were crowded
together. The banners sparkled brightly in
the morning sun. Every one was congratulating upon the victory. After the parade the
president, and next successful candidate,
with the band, chairman and secretaries, repaired to Frasier's ice cream parlor where
they partook of ice cream, cakes and other
luxurie~. The delegations went back to their
homes with hearts full of joy. Every now
and then they were welcomed and cheered
for showing their good judgment in selecting
a man as they did. To say the least it was a
grand affair, ana a scene that will ever be remembered.
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